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This tutorial provides an overview of the main functions of .mss and .mss++ implemented using the mss library with examples of their use.
All tasks different from tasks only by choosing a priority output. Performing tasks , we are executing the same code as, say, in , but we don't
need to keep track of the execution details of each action. * This control is implemented using And . However, it should be noted that when
choosing a priority execution for each action, it must be taken into account that some types of data in the program may not be available, that
is, they cannot be accepted and executed. Therefore, it is recommended before performing tasks choose the data types you need, if you don't
have them, then just skip them and do other tasks. An example of such an unused mss type is given in Table. 1.2. Table 1.1. Data types that
might not be available when running tasks * Types can be viewed in the file There is also a file for storing these data, given in tab. 1 1.2 - it is
slightly different from the previous one. On the other hand, if for some type of data it is impossible to perform some task, then in this case it
is possible and necessary to act with caution: if when performing a task msc if something fails, then skip it and move on to the next task that
can be completed. For example, if at failed to perform any actions to read the table of values, you can skip this task. Some types of data (you
need to set certain conditions for any task to complete) will be blocked when some tasks are performed, for example, when performing mrd
will not be able to perform any sorting actions, and when t no read action will be performed. When performing tasks, you can also use the
new features: Now we will use event handlers like : Event Handling Example is given in tab 1.3. The ggplot2.graphs function is responsible
for the implementation of the GUI in this case. By default, it takes only 2 arguments âˆ’ (number of points indicating connections between
points) and - an option that allows you to set restrictions on the type of graphs (i.e. lines). If only one argument is given then the function will
only use t
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